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B: We’re in Woodstock, Vermont, at the home of Kay and Paul MacAvoy. I’m going 

to start by asking when he came to the Sloan School; also what pulled him to the Sloan School, 

since he was quite happy at GSB at the University of Chicago. Paul, why don’t you give us at 

least the first chapter of your story at the Sloan School. 

 

P: I started in the Economics Department in 1964 as an Assistant Professor of 

Economics, working directly with Morris Adelman and Bob Crandall, and one or two others who 

are famous names in industrial organization and public policy, not only at MIT but 

internationally.  

 We transferred from Chicago, where I was an assistant professor three years out 

of my doctoral work at Yale. I was asked by George Shultz, Dean of the GSB, to take another 

assistant professor appointment, that I could expect to be promoted some time in that second 

three-year period. We decided that that kind of contractual relationship at Chicago made the case 

for us moving if we thought we would be permanently some place else, preferably on the East 

Coast. We did not like Chicago weather, we didn’t like Grant Park when there were Sunday 

drive-by shootings. We found university life with young people in the same condition to be 

absolutely exciting, thrilling even, and the older professors to be more than thrilling. I used to go 

to lunch with five Nobel Prize winners at the time. But we knew it was not going to be the place 

we wanted to spend my career.  
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 The opportunity opened up in the Economics Department for an assistant 

professorship, and I took it. Of the three years in the Economics Department, I spent one year as 

a staff member on the President’s Council of Economic Advisors in Washington. I came back for 

the final three-year period.  I took a look at permanency at MIT. Decided I was more 

comfortable and fit in better in Course 15 at the Sloan School, and moved to the Sloan School in 

I think 1967 or 1968, as an associate professor. 

 

B: A question that goes back to Eli Shapiro. When Eli started hiring faculty in 1952, 

he felt that economics could best be taught in the Sloan School by people from the department. 

You are in a position, Paul—because you started in the department and then shifted to the Sloan 

School—to comment on this. Today the Sloan School has a full-fledged group in economics, and 

what Eli started has moved through an evolution. Since you were on both sides of the department 

in the school, do you want to comment about the relationship between what is proper to do in the 

Economics Department and what’s really more relevant within the Sloan School? 

 

P: I think either in my last year in the Economics Department, or my first year in the 

Sloan School, probably 1966-67, I taught the basic economics course for the MS program. It 

didn’t make any difference to anybody who told me what to do that I was in the Economics 

Department or that I was in the Sloan School. I knew what kind of course it should be, or at least 

I had an idea that it should be industrial economics related to competitive and non-competitive 

behavior of mostly large corporations, with sophisticated strategies, concentrating on pricing, 

product development, and entrepreneurship of American corporations. Those were all my 

interests.  
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 I had a course like that my first year in the Economics Department. They didn’t 

know what to do with me, so they designed a title like, “Entrepreneurship in American Industry.” 

One student showed up for that course. I asked the Economics Department chairman, Bob 

Bishop, “How can I teach a one student course?”  

 He said, “Better than you could teach a five student course.”  

 And I did it! A fellow named Edward McCarthy Miller, I’ll never forget his name, 

showed up. He had a speech impediment. When he argued with me, I couldn’t understand a word 

he said because he talked too fast. But we stayed together all semester on Standard Oil of NJ and 

that was the beginning of this movement on my part to teach industrial, large-scale business and 

strategic behavior.  

 I put a lot of that into the teaching I did in the Economics Department and then 

moved it all over to Sloan without anybody even noticing. 

 

B: Who were some of your colleagues in the Sloan School when you went on the 

Sloan School faculty? We’re also interested in your office location and who was nearby. The 

reason is that in the early days of the Sloan School, here was Doug McGregor, Doug Brown, and 

Jay Forrester; that people were cutting across disciplines and interests. So we’re trying to 

understand a little bit about the collegial chemistry, who your colleagues were, or who you 

interacted with in the Sloan School. 

 

P: There was a set of rundown offices on the second floor. I think that would be the 

western corner toward the Charles River. Next door was Sidney Alexander and Paul Kutner, who 

was in Finance. Out of friendship, Myron Scholes would do my heavy computer work on his (I 
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guess you would call it) “one-wheel computer,” which he had built himself off the edge of his 

regular typewriter. I would say to Myron, “I need a regression,” and he would sit there and bang 

it out for me. Of course you know he’s the Nobel Prize winner of great merit.  

 That was an effusive, friendly, articulate, rapid-talking bunch. There was one 

more econometrician in Sloan… I’m beginning to lose names, Bob. 

 

B: Was it Kuh (sounds like Coo)? 

 

P: Kuh, Ed Kuh. He anchored the office that had a back door leading out to a 

balcony over the main entrance. I don’t know whether he ever thought of jumping off there or 

not, but he was one end of the anchor and Kutner was the other end. We often went to lunch 

together upstairs, where they had the set of round tables. You could go to the Samuelson round 

table. You could go to the Kuh or Kutner round table, Alexander round table. It was more 

collegial than anything I had been used to at either Chicago or at Yale as a graduate student. I 

saw more of these people outside of class, perhaps because they lived in such disparate parts of 

eastern Massachusetts that they would stay after lunch and talk, or they at 5:00 they would stay 

for a drink, especially if there was going to be a speaker. We would all stay for the speaker until 

they took the 7:00 train. There were more than the ones I’m mentioning. Sometime in the next 

month I will think of three more names and send them to you, but they were all of that same 

time. 

 Let me also say a word about Forrester. Forrester tried recruiting me because of 

my interests; he was working on urban dynamics and industrial dynamics. Everybody in the 

Economics Department whom I talked to about this, from Paul Samuelson to Frank Fisher, 
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would say, “He has a tendency to develop dominance in his relationships with young people.” In 

other words, keep away from him. But I didn’t keep away from him, I let him go through the 

song-and-dance of “Would I become involved?” That song-and-dance continued over a two to 

three-year period. But I never gave him a word of MacAvoy language for any of these different 

books.  

 On the other hand, Samuelson was developing his economics textbook and on 

editions two and three, I spent considerable time on the American industry sections of that book. 

I would mark it all up in draft and then give it back to him. He’d come downstairs to my office 

and stand there and shout at me, as me why was I doing that to his book? (laughing) That was 

great fun! That was interactivity like I would never expect from people whom I considered to be 

one of the two or three genius minds in economics at the time. 

 

B: In terms of things that brought people together, you and I were very much 

exposed to the weekly seminar tradition at Chicago. Which gets to the whole question about how 

people connect about research, particularly at a formative stage. What was happening at Sloan 

when you were there, in terms of research workshops and how people helped each other with 

their work? 

 

P: Workshops at Chicago were highly formalized with the name of the leader. There 

was the Stigler workshop, the Friedman workshop, and the Greg Lewis workshop. There was a 

finance workshop. Economics was allowed in the sense that some of the people who spoke there 

did not do finance, they did economics of one kind or other, and so they were intermittently 

scheduled.  
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 Here it was far less formal. They would be probably on the basis of an invitation 

from Alexander or Kutner or Samuelson or Solow to someone to come to the more applied or 

more policy-oriented groups. It might be the finance and industrial economics group one year or 

one month. I think in a year I went to about half of the workshop meetings I would go to at 

Chicago. More of the work I with other people was done at lunch or in the office of the 

individuals themselves in that group area.  

 Chicago didn’t have group office bases as far as I knew. Indeed, I went down a 

corridor of new offices that had been broken out of a great big gorgeous room. They had very 

bad walls and ceilings, so I could hear everything going on in the next office and the office after 

that and the office after that. These new offices did not work. No one came because they were 

highly distracting. The Sloan offices were congenial not only to student-faculty talks to each 

other, but among faculty. They would come in and we would talk about something. 

 

B: One of the ways that faculty today get together at Sloan are around big research 

themes. We have an energy center and Dick’s Schmalensee is very active there. Even prior to 

that, you probably knew Ed Roberts and Tom Allen. They had NASA grants. Were there any of 

this kind of mega-projects that would pull people together? 

 

P: There was considerable interest in energy policy in the group I just described. I 

worked with Sidney and with Paul Kutner, and I recruited post-graduates on the basis of grants 

that I got personally, either myself or perhaps two or three of the names got together. I don’t 

think we had anything going other than in energy in the period from 1965 to 1970-71.  
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 I didn’t work with Ed Roberts. I would go up and sit in his office because he 

talked continuously. Not unfriendly, but no room for two people to engage each other. I would 

go up there usually with a graduate student who was looking for work, and Ed would mesmerize 

that graduate student. I would leave what was left of the body of the graduate student in Robert’s 

hands! (laughing) I have a lot of affection for Ed Roberts, but we never did anything together 

because there wasn’t room for me in that kind of relationship.  

 You spoke of Schmalensee. Yesterday he and I finished a book for Edward Elgar 

in London, which compiles 50 of the best articles on deregulation. We’ve been working on that 

all summer. Very tiring, very exhilarating, lots of fun. He was a student of mine, and he would 

take me, as an undergraduate, to his fraternity house across the Charles on the other side, so I 

could see the inside of a fraternity house. I was never shocked after that at the inside of a 

Dartmouth fraternity house after seeing the inside of the Schmalensee fraternity. But I got to 

know that group of students who were more or less not techies. They were more or less policy 

and social and economics and management. They were all in that particular fraternity, and they 

were good for grant work. So there was more pushing projects down to that level than it was the 

kind of group activity you had at Chicago. 

 

B: Your mentioned Dick Schmalensee. We just got a note from the dean for a faculty 

meeting at the beginning of each semester, so it’s coming in early September. Dick’s going to be 

honored because he’s retiring. You probably knew he’s retiring.  So the faculty is going to have 

the dean say some nice things about Dick. 
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P: If you get a chance, because he won’t do it at that, mention the book he worked 

on with the old guy all summer. 

 

B: OK! (laughing together) In fact we saw Dick up here. Maybe he was visiting you 

last year I think it was, or the year before. One of the Opera North performances, Dick was there. 

 

P: Yeah. I told him that I was going to Opera North last night and he said, “It was 

good but you’ll quickly figure out what’s going to happen.” 

 

B: Speaking of faculty meetings, at Chicago we had very few faculty meetings 

because I think faculty were willing to let the dean and others run the school. Where I came 

from, Cornell, we had monthly faculty meetings when I was dean. Did Bill Pounds hold any 

faculty meetings? What was the governance of the school like during the 1960s? 

 

P: The school started, officially and unofficially, certainly substantively, at a one- or 

two-day faculty meeting in September, where plans and programs were on a written agenda 

described by him or by Abe. Discussion was open, quite general, you didn’t have to raise your 

hand. Mostly non-controversial input for what might be considered the faculty view of the 

strategy for the school. There were attempts, for example, to cut back teaching of the 

fundamentals of economics, psychology… 

 

B: The required courses, reduce the size of the core. 
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P: Right, reduce the core. I served on that committee with a person who 

subsequently soon left and became Dean at the Wharton School.  

 

B: I know exactly who you’re referring to, but I can’t come up with his name. 

 

P: I can’t come up with his name. He was the representative in one of the non-

economic parts of the core.  

 

 We would start with dinner and the conversation would be muted and friendly and 

then gradually build up steam. Then we would sit at a table at the Faculty Club or out in the 

corridor anteroom, put all our papers out there, and talk until midnight. And it was one devil of a 

battle. No one was going to give up an hour of a 70-hour per semester course for some other riff-

raff course in the applied and policy areas. That fellow (whose name thank goodness we can’t 

remember) was the most adamant, the most given to shouting. And he usually got drunk, so 

somebody had to take him home every time. This went on for a whole semester, and it got to be 

quite wearing, so Abe shut it down. Didn’t get anywhere. That kind of leaving it to a faculty who 

seemed to enjoy its independence under guidelines from Seigal and Pounds and the rest of the 

senior faculty would work well if you didn’t push that person, if you didn’t start to try to create 

space between that and something else. That was one set of issues, always, at the beginning of 

the year, and it would be a cause of conversation over the year, leading to an end-of-the-year 

faculty meeting where awards were given for the best teaching and people’s research 

achievements were mentioned from the national press or from some book committee at our 

university press or whatever. That would be the end of it, nothing would happen in the summer. I 
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don’t know whether poor Pounds and Seigal spent all summer trying to figure out how to re-start 

the engine, but they never achieved any substantive change in the schedule of classes. 

 

B: I want to ask you about the master’s thesis because while you were there, every 

student was required to write a thesis. When I got there in 1980, that was very much the case. We 

had some faculty who held structured thesis seminars so they were getting students to do 

research on pieces of what would then be something they could use down the road. Today we’re 

a “vanilla” business school, like Harvard. We have an MBA and you don’t have to do the thesis. 

So do you want to reflect on how the thesis requirement impacted you? 

 

P: I probably had a dozen requests a year from MS students to supervise a thesis. At 

the same time, getting out of the boundaries of the initial period that you started me with, Bob, to 

the Sloan Fellows program, which also had a thesis requirement. They were more likely to come 

and see me about being engaged in those theses than the MS students because I’d had some kind 

of business experience or I’d been working for Standard Oil or somebody on a project. Given 

that, I probably did six a year out of maybe 25 invitations. I really enjoyed that, and every year 

there would be one or two that would be astonishing because they were so good.  

 There was an Englishman, a reporter for I think the London Times, who was a 

Sloan Fellow. God, he wrote a thesis on the internal organization of news production and for 

years whenever I went to London, we had a drunken dinner! (laughing) He always had a 

different wife every time I went to London. You had a chance to meet color and ability and 

individuality in a narrative that came every year, but only one or two or three out of maybe 25. 

One or two of the undergraduate theses would be worth a footnote in a journal article, but I don’t 
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think they contributed very much. They may have caused the students to move from illiteracy to 

a level of literacy, and you could give the process credit for that. But I wouldn’t want to be the 

one who had to document that it was creating literacy.  

 

B: Shifting to the Ph.D. program, I think you had a role at some point in the Ph.D. 

program, didn’t you? 

 

P: I was chairman of the program for about five years. I was chairman of the 

Admissions Committee for the three years I was in the Economics Department. That was a job 

no one wanted. If we had time, I’d tell you about a couple students I admitted who changed the 

face of MIT for the worse, I think.  

 Be that as it may, it became clear that the future road for the Ph.D. program was 

going to be that management of work areas—marketing, operations management, economics, 

finance—would be better handled by the more experienced members of those faculties than to 

have decisions made by a committee of three or five to admit students and to establish where 

they should go in a program and how well they’re doing in the program.  

 So the first great step for Ph.D. programs, and one that I still highly respect, was 

breaking the program down into sub-programs, whether they admit it or not. Then letting the 

people in marketing run their own separate show, have their own separate building and their own 

fireplace or whatever. I did not think we got great students, primarily because the program in the 

1960s through the mid-’70s at least, was not well known, not well developed. It wasn’t until the 

large faculty in marketing and the large faculty in finance—those two in particular, and the rather 

well-known operations management faculty—attracted candidates from the student bodies of 
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those where they had graduated and had moved to Indiana and Berkeley. Then the program had a 

good chance, they took the chance and developed it, of being in the class of the Chicago 

Business School Ph.D. program.  

 I won’t say Harvard. The Harvard program is so unique that you can’t compare it. 

But it became a good program through fragmentation of the admissions process and the growth 

of the admissions pool. Those two things made the program more than just one or two people. I 

can’t resist saying that the Ph.D. program in economics started with four or five people, and I 

think Samuelson was the admissions officer for the first year of the program. He let in a half- 

dozen students. The first one to complete all requirements, including the dissertation, came up 

before what they used, a three-person final review, and a decision to admit the person into the 

doctoral degree. The other two people besides Samuelson on that committee said, “Paul, we will 

grant this person a Ph.D. if you go to the library and steal the single copy of his dissertation off 

the shelves of the library at Sloan.” (laughing)  

 When I took over the admissions requirements office when I came to MIT, I went 

over to try to find that thesis and it was gone! So starting out was hard. I was there when it was 

spotty. Somehow, I think by evolution and voluntary agreements well made by the senior people 

in each of the applied areas, it’s developed into a Class One doctoral process. 

 The faculty development process (which gave the place its character in the first 

and second decades, until at least the middle 1960s) was the development through association 

with the existing faculty, not by picking people up off the street in Cambridge. There was a lot of 

Harvard and Wharton input, not much Chicago input because of ideological problems, which 

prevented the rapid growth and diversification of the faculty. That was not out there in front of 

Chicago or Berkeley or Harvard, and Harvard Business School.  
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 I think one reason was that the leadership in Sloan was responsible in the Institute 

for developing a cost-of-business spreadsheet for the program for a year, and staying on that 

cost-of-business spreadsheet as agreed with the provost or other leadership from the big building 

down the street. There wasn’t a revenue spreadsheet. When I was a dean at Rochester and then a 

dean at Yale, I always had a revenue spreadsheet and could say something about the difference 

between revenues and costs for the school that affect the attitude of the president, the provost, the 

school, and me and my leadership. If the revenues were half the costs, or three-quarters of the 

cost, or 150% of the cost, there was none of that because there was no revenue cost, no revenue 

spreadsheet—and I don’t think there is today. 

 

B: Say a little bit more. Did that tie the hands of Sloan, then? 

 

P: Anything that involved growth and development of existing and new faculty had 

to be requested from the provost. For example, at Rochester, the advent of the Simon School 

increased revenue flows by 100% over what we were getting from students and a very limited 

endowment. I had discussions with the president at Rochester about where we were going 

strategically. Those were my decisions or the leadership decisions of the faculty of the school. 

You can still see in George Dennis O’Brien, the president during that period, a complete 

mystification about what we were doing. That wouldn’t happen at MIT because if MIT and Dick 

Schmalensee and some of his predecessor professors who became deans were to develop sources 

of support for Sloan, those funds were channeled into the central offices of the Institute, not 

into… 
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B: Right. 

 

P: What that did in my period in the 1960s was to develop a position of relative 

stagnation, mostly affecting those who were there in terms of growth of their income and their 

research support. Relative stagnation of income and research support was a discussion issue 

among the faculty in the southwest corner of the second floor.  

 It came to a head with Paul Kutner. Kutner had become an astounding, world-

class econometrician and theorist. He had developed the random walk theory of stock prices 

more or less on his own, but with great help from Samuelson. Those two would sit together at the 

lunch table by themselves, long after everybody else had left. He got an offer from Stanford 

essentially doubling his salary and he went into Abe and Bill and said so, and the answer was, 

“That’s not enough of a difference, Paul, for you to go to the West Coast where there’s no living 

being that you can talk to.” (laughing) Which was foolish because they were hiring four or five 

Kutners through that same period and now have a finance faculty the equivalent of that.  

 I think Abe and Bill learned a lot. They spread the word to central administration 

that what was happening in finance (and to a lesser extent in economics and in marketing) in 

terms of faculty salaries was very impressive, quite significant. Growth rates of 20% a year. And 

that MIT was going to get caught at the back of the pack. Kutner was extremely, extremely 

uncouth about this. He really took them up the wall and made sure that the rest of the faculty 

knew that we were being cheated, which added to the atmosphere of the period. 

 

B: One last question and then I’ve got a more philosophical question after this.  
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 When did you leave and what prompted you to leave? I’m sure I know the answer 

to that but it would be good to get the bracket. 

 

P: In 1974 I was asked by Allan Greenspan to join the Council of Economic 

Advisors in the Ford Administration. Nixon had just been rolled up in a carpet and put on an 

airplane to California. It was a hurly-burly period in economic behavior of the economy: in 

energy, inflation, employment, and productivity—the worst set of figures we’ve ever put out in 

the 20th century. I jumped at it; it was the opportunity of a lifetime.  

 I had a long breakfast interview with Allan Greenspan and he said, “I will arrange 

for you to head a White House staff committee on regulatory reform with the president’s lawyer. 

You two will head a nationally renowned search-and-destroy group in railroads/trucks/airlines 

and electricity/telephone/cable TV.” God! The trouble I got into throughout the country for that 

two-year period. But he said, “But you can’t do energy. I’m doing energy.” And I said, “You just 

watch me!” (laughing) I worked around him coming and going and we both did energy.  

 Two-thirds of the way through the 1976 period, before the election in November, 

Bill and Abe came down to see me. I took them to the White House staff and naval officers’ 

mess in the basement, the West Wing basement of the White House. They said, “You’re coming 

back, aren’t you?”  

 I said, “It’s too tame. It’s too much what I’ve done for 15 years. I’ve loved it but 

this has been ten times more exciting. I’ve got to find something. If nothing comes to me in the 

next six months…” Because I think we knew we weren’t going to be elected. Ford was not going 

to make it in that campaign.  
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 What happened was, I was walking to the office from where we stayed and who’s 

walking down the street but Merton Joseph Peck—Joe Peck. He said, “MacAvoy. There’s going 

to be a new business school at Yale.” There had never been a business school at Yale. “You 

would be perfect for this faculty because it’s going to do public and private management. And 

it’s going to be non-profit as well as profit.”  

 I said, “Great! Tell them I’m coming.”  

 And two days later Bill Donaldson came over to my office. He was 

Undersecretary of State for Management Operations of the State Department and working for 

Kissinger, and he said: “I’ll take you to the first faculty meeting.” We flew up in his private 

plane (he had a private plane at that time) and landed in immense fog at the New Haven airport. 

Went up the street into an old Yale building, and sitting there were 12 people whom the 

President had shifted out of arts and sciences and put into business, who looked at us as if we 

were the enemy. (laughing) Which we were! I couldn’t resist that, so I went back to Yale for the 

first time since I left in 1960. 

 

B: So, was that 1976? 

 

P: 1976 to 1981. Then I was asked to be Dean of the Business School at Rochester. I 

did that until 1989. Then I taught at Tuck for a year, at Yale for a year, then the Yale President 

made me Dean of the Yale School of Management and I stayed until I retired in 2004. So the big 

circle. But the reason I didn’t come back was a new creative opportunity that was certainly 

different from anything else that would have happened at Sloan. 
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B: Right. The area I wanted to go into… What you say will be important to record 

and it’s more at the philosophical level of thinking about how business school should think about 

what they do. You’re familiar with that report, the Howell Report back in 1959, that kind of 

set… 

 

P: There were two reports. Howell was one and there was another one. 

 

B: Right. There were two reports, and that certainly guided Allan Wallace and Jim 

Laurie and probably the people at GSIA, the Carnegie-Mellon folks.  

 Right now there have been a number of articles in different journals, more by 

strategy people, saying, “Have business schools lost their way? Are they just preparing people 

for Wall Street and consulting? Are we really harvesting the deep knowledge from the 

disciplines and making it available to our students who can put it into practice?” What some 

people call “evidence-based management.” Not just doing it by the seat of your pants, but based 

on theory.  

 At the other extreme—and we have some of this now at the Sloan School—where 

we’ve brought in more and more lecturers, people who have business experience, to help our 

students with different projects, overseas trips, innovation. At that end, some people wonder 

whether there’s no intellectual content. It’s just putting people through an experience.  

 So you’ve been at Chicago, Sloan, Yale, Rochester, Simon School, you must have 

some thoughts about what should business schools be doing today? How should they organize 

themselves to provide value to the business world through their graduates or through their 

research? 
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P: Of the two types in the split that you just described, from some distance it may be 

short distance things. The six-weeks-in-Guatemala approach had been installed by the next-to-

the-last dean, and it was totally the product of—I’m going to forget his name, probably a good 

idea that I do—a product of him having a background in the Harvard Business School in the 

applied psychology and sociology area and the belief that whatever the student got from the six 

weeks in Guatemala was what we should be doing. He completely destroyed the faculty’s 

teaching structure and content for five years at Yale. The faculty I know well has survived this 

and other previous revolutions trying to find the public/private mix that works. But they loved it 

because it gave them nothing to do. They went to Guatemala, they went to the beach; they went 

to Vienna, they went to the opera while the students were talking to some Viennese politician. It 

was like the Sloan Fellows trips, only spread throughout a whole year and spread not just 

through Europe but all over the world. There was something going in Singapore and something 

going in Jakarta and so forth.  

 What happened among the students, both in that period and the previous period, 

as well as the associated faculty, destroyed the Business Week ranking of Yale. It’s Business 

Week ranking fell from 9 or 10 or 11 to 30. That hit central admin very hard, and it hit this guy 

very hard. Levin, the President of Yale, had some talks with him about, “We’re running into 

some fundraising problems with the school that we didn’t expect; can you help more with that?”  

 He said, “No, I can’t help with that.”  

 And the Dean said, “I would think I should take the offer I have from Google (I 

think it was), one of the search engines, to head up education at that search engine next year.”  
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 And Richard Levin said, “No, not next year, next week.” And he left the next 

week.  

 So that ended the experiment I know well with the left branch of this bifurcation. I 

think that with dusting off of the basic materials, and removing unnecessary technology from 

psychology, sociology, economics, decision theory, and teaching concepts in a way that causes 

the students to remember them and use them will, even though being less fashionable really does 

the students good. I think it’s still possible to do the students good with the second course in 

finance and the first course in group dynamics. That’s partly because even at Yale those have 

now begun to reappear. It’s as if you suppressed the old way of doing things and dug holes and 

put the bodies down, but the bodies are sticking up, the heads are sticking up out of the ground 

and we’ll get back because it has resonance with the recipients.  

 This fellow at Chicago, Church, says there were certain things that two or three of 

the finance faculty said, “I practice every day.” That turned out to be worth $300 million, so 

there is something to it. I think I would stay with or work harder or develop microeconomic 

theory as a teaching tool, not as a game-playing exercise.  

 The work I’ve done with Dick all summer on documenting the effects of 

abolishing regulatory agencies shows over time that you don’t have to do quite the regression 

work you did the first year. By the tenth year the results are evident or they’re not, and… 

 

… tape ended on side 1, and it was the end of the interview  
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